
Chapter 911
The little girl's shouts attracted many people's eyes and looked at them one after another.

  I saw that in the picture book, pages and pages were all painted with images of
Duan Feixuan. It's all drawn in pencil, and every detail is fine. It can be seen that this little girl
definitely worked hard.

  For a time, even other fans did not crowd with the little girl, but cheered for her.

  "Duan Feixuan, accept this gift!"

  "The painting is so good, if I have this skill, I will also paint for Feixuan."

  "Feixuan, we love you."

  ............

  No one is crowded, small The girl squeezed to the front, and with a look of
expectation on her red face, she walked to Duan Feixuan, and wanted to hand over the
album she had drawn with Duan Feixuan.

  But at this time, Duan Feixuan just glanced back at the picture book, and then
turned his head directly, said coldly to the staff: "There is not much time

  , let's go to the next link." This indifferent attitude makes Xiao Xiao The girls were
all startled, froze in place, holding the picture album, looking at Duan Feixuan in disbelief.

  After recovering, the little girl thought that Duan Feixuan didn't hear her words, so
she shouted with her throat, "Duan Feixuan, this is the painting I painted for you. Please
accept it and hope you like it."

  Other fans , And many people shouted for help. I want Duan Feixuan to come back
and get this album.

  But Duan Feixuan didn't mean to look back. Instead, he waved his hands
impatiently and said to the bodyguards: "Stop them, don't let them get closer."

  Suddenly, several bodyguards rushed over fiercely and drove the fans back.

  The little girl didn't think she was bothering, but the result was like this. For a time,
my eyes were red, with tears in his eyes, and he looked at Duan Feixuan on the stage and
said with a crying cry: "Duan Feixuan, I, I just want to give you a gift.

  I—" The bodyguard directly pushed rudely and pushed the little girl to the ground.

  The picture book in the little girl's hand suddenly fell to the ground. In the chaos,
the bodyguards stepped on a few feet fiercely, and then became embarrassed.



  "No, my picture book!" The little girl anxiously rushed over to protect the picture
book. But how can he hold the burly bodyguard, and was squeezed to the ground, his hands
and knees were supported on the concrete floor, and his hands bleed at once.

  This situation messed up the scene.

  "Someone fell, don't push anymore."

  "Quick, bleeding, help her up soon."

  "You are still not a human being, you don't see the little girl fell down, she's still
pushing people!"

  ………

  confusion In the middle, Chen Fei squeezed to the little girl, lifted her up, and
asked with concern: "It's okay!" The

  little girl patted the blood stain on her hand and looked at Duan Feixuan on the
stage with complex eyes, tears in her eyes , Shook his head, said: "I, I'm fine. It's just--"

  She said, she looked at the picture album on the ground that had not been stepped
on. The tears in her eyes could no longer be controlled, and it fell down. .

  At this time, Duan Feixuan did not mean to stop, waved his bodyguard to continue
pushing.

  Upon seeing this, Chen Fei was furious and directly pushed hard, pushing away
the two bodyguards in front of him, and then shouted: "I haven't seen anyone fall, and I'm
still pushing people. Do you have any conscience!"

  "Also, segment flight Xuan, a well-intentioned people a little girl, to waste effort to
draw the pictures you want to send

to you. You will not receive nothing, still let people push bodyguards, what is the
attitude!"

  With Chen Fei Asked, many people on the scene also immediately shouted angrily,
including many fans of Duan Feixuan.

  "Duan Feixuan, you have done something wrong this time."

  "That is, we came here with good intentions. You have a tight schedule and don't
want to interact, but don't you have time to collect an album?"

  "I didn't expect that the sunshine in the TV series He is warm, but life is so cold and
cold. "



  ............

  " Apologize, apologize! "

  " Apologize must be. "

  " Too disrespectful of people, we ask for an apology. "For

  a time, the voice against Duan Feixuan, suddenly gathered A cry, shouted directly
to let Duan Feixuan apologize to the little girl.

  As a result, the signing ceremony to be carried out on stage suddenly had to be
suspended.

  The boss Zhu of Meijie Company looked at Duan Feixuan with a disgruntled look
and gave him a wink. The meaning was obvious. The turmoil caused by yourself will be
resolved quickly.

  However, Duan Feixuan glanced at the turbulent fans below, but did not apologize
for admitting the mistake, but instead said coldly: "My time is precious, I have no time to play
with you."

  After that, Duan Feixuan looked at the boss , Said: "Prospective boss, there are
only five minutes left. Let's sign the contract."

  I wish the boss turned red with anger, and he was speechless for a while.

  And the following fans, many people turned directly to black at the moment, and
yelled at them. The little girl beside Chen Fei couldn't bear it anymore, the tears in his eyes
dripped down.

  It was tears of grievance and disappointment. She didn't expect the idol that she
bothered to support. To these fans, it is such an indifferent and even disdainful attitude.

  He regarded him as the sun by himself, but others regarded them as weeds, and
he didn't even think about it. He even stepped on it.

  For a time, the opposition grew louder.

  "Apologize, apologize immediately!"

  "Duan Feixuan, I misunderstood you, I did not expect you to be such a person."

  "Disgusting, I actually like you, I am blind."

  "Apologize, apologize to us!"

  ...



  Duan Feixuan frowned as he shouted, almost getting angry. At this time, the
woman agent with strong makeup said a few words to him, and then said to the boss: "Wish
the boss, do n’t worry about these unimportant people, let ’s sign a contract."

  At this moment, the boss Zhu has a complex face and a little expression Hesitate.

  Duan Feixuan made such an incident, and it will definitely have a negative impact.
At that time, it is impossible to judge the results of his company's products.

  But if you do n’t want to sign, I ’m afraid that the amount of input and publicity
before will be directly invalidated. For him, this is not a small loss.

  Hesitated for a moment, I wish the boss a certain heart, ready to sit down and sign
the contract. After all, he didn't want to waste his previous investment.

  Upon seeing this, Duan Feixuan showed a smile on his face and did not take the
scolding and roar of the fans below seriously. After all, he has many fans and many
hundreds of thousands of people on the scene.

  In this endorsement contract, as long as the signature is signed, 20 million yuan of
income will be obtained. For him, this is definitely a big contract.

  Duan Feixuan signed the contract, and then, I wish the boss here to prepare to
sign.

  But at this moment, a cold drink sounded from the following crowd, "Wish the boss,
don't sign."

Chapter 912
Hearing the sound, the boss Zhu Feixuan and others on the stage turned their heads and
looked over.

  Duan Feixuan looked at Chen Fei and came out, his eyes narrowed suddenly, his
eyes a little cold, "It's you!" The

  thick makeup female agent's reaction was even greater, and he waved directly to
direct the bodyguard. off. "

  immediately, the segment fly Xuan explained to wish boss said:." I wish the boss, it
does not matter who this trouble, we continue it. "



  but at the moment I wish the boss, but Chen Fei eyes keeping a close eye, as if
there is no I heard Duan Feixuan's words in general.

  Upon seeing this, Duan Feixuan frowned, and his voice was a little unpleasant. He
said: "Wish the boss, my time is limited,

  you- " Before the words are finished, I wish the boss suddenly changed his face,
facing the imminent rush Chen Fei's bodyguard roared loudly, "Give me a hand."

  Then, I wish the boss a smile on his face, quickly walked in front of Chen Fei,
nodded and bowed, respectfully said: "Mr. Chen, why are you here? "

  Chen Fei and boss Zhu went to the stage together and said lightly:" I sent Huang
Weifa's notice yesterday, did I receive it? "

  " Notice, what notice? "Zhu boss was a little puzzled and looked puzzled. The
secretary next to him.

  The secretary froze for a moment, then seemed to think of something, and said:
"Last night, our office seemed to receive a message. But I wish you had a rest, so the office
staff did not notify you. Plus this morning You are here to prepare for signing an
appointment. We are going to show you after you go back. "

  " What, how do you do it? Mr. Chen's notice didn't even notify me the first time.
Hurry, go quickly— -"Zhu boss hurriedly said.

  The secretary quickly turned around and prepared to go back to the office to get
the notice.

  But at this time, Chen Fei waved his hand and said, "It's just a brief message. It
doesn't need to be so troublesome. I just say yes."

  "Mr. Chen, you say!"

  Chen Fei glanced at Duan Feixuan, and then said to Zhu boss: "Yesterday ’s news
is very simple. That ’s one. I ask you to stop cooperation with his Duan Feixuan and
completely block him in Longjiang City."

  "This- "I wish the boss stunned for a moment, but I didn't expect it to be such a
thing.

  Upon seeing this, Chen Fei said in a low voice, and said, "Why, unwilling?" The

  boss suddenly shook his head and shook his head quickly, saying: "No, Mr. Chen's
instructions, I will naturally obey."



  After that, I wish the boss direct To Duan Feixuan said: "Mr. Duan, I'm sorry, our
endorsement contract was officially canceled."

  Duan Feixuan was a bit strange about the attitude of Zhu Boss. Hearing Zhu
Boss's remarks at the moment, he was startled and frowned: "Wish Boss , But I have
already signed. "The

  woman agent with heavy makeup also rushed over with a fierce expression and
shouted:" Wish the boss, this is the contract we have made before. Mr. Duan ’s current
popularity and reputation, you It is very clear. If you missed this opportunity, you will want to
speak with Mr. Duan in the future, which is not the price. "

  Chen Fei said, wishing the boss would not follow, shaking his head, coldly said:"
I'm sorry, we changed my mind, "

  the makeup woman broker cried:" I wish the boss, you are defaulting on court
behavior we want to tell you. ".

  I wish the boss now also some from the fire, this fly a Hin Over a variety of
high-standard requirements do not say directly unilateral compression conference time, not a
good match activities, but now it is threatening him up.

  All kinds of discomfort broke out at this moment, and I wish the boss screamed
directly: "You have figured it out, I spent the money to ask you to speak for you, you should
not make yourself like an uncle. Now that there are more celebrities, I will change it if it is too
big One is. "

  " As for breach of contract, it's even more funny. Our contract hasn't been signed
yet, what breach of contract. If you want to sue, then go ahead and sue. "

  " You, you-- " The agent was angry, pointing to Zhu Boss, and some were
speechless.

  Duan Feixuan's expression at the moment also looked a bit ugly, his eyes fell on
Chen Fei, with hate in his eyes. After all, Chen Fei made such a mess that he lost 20 million
yuan in income, which is a huge sum of money!

  "It's you again!" Duan Feixuan gritted his teeth.

  Chen Fei's eyes were cold and his tone was cold. He said: "Don't you want to
make money in Longjiang City, you'd better get back immediately." The

  woman agent with strong makeup came over and said angrily: "Huh, you think
What kind of thing are you. This is not endorsed without endorsement. It ’s because the
merchant asked us to endorse. We ’ll change the next one. ”



  After that, the woman agent with strong makeup looked at the time and said to
Duan Feixuan :“ Mr. Duan The time for the opening ceremony of the next real estate opening
and ribbon cutting will soon be on. Let's go. "

  Duan Feixuan glared at Chen Fei fiercely, and then turned around, preparing to
leave with the agent.

  At this moment, I wish the boss heard the words, almost angry. It turned out that
Duan Feixuan unilaterally compressed the time of his activities because he had to catch the
next field to make money. This kind of unethical guy, I wish the boss really regretted that he
had come to speak for him at the moment.

  Now, you can only find someone else. The relevant input before can only be used
to float.

  However, at this time, Chen Fei said lightly to him, saying: "I wish the boss rest
assured, I will add to you the losses of your various companies."

  Hearing the words, I wish the boss could not help but be surprised, and
immediately overjoyed. Who doesn't know Mr. Chen Fei's strength in Longjiang City, that is
definitely a top-notch presence. As long as Chen Fei leaked a little benefit from his fingers, it
was enough to support him.

  However, in the surprise, the boss still waved his hand with restraint and said: "Mr.
Chen is polite. It is our honor to be able to do things for you. How dare I ask you to
compensate."

  Chen Fei waved his hand and said lightly: " I will let you hold it and I will not take
advantage of you for no reason. "

  " Yes, then I would like to thank Mr. Chen. "I wish the boss a big heart.

  At this moment, Chen Fei looked at Duan Feixuan and his agent who were about
to leave, and said, "I said, to block you in Longjiang City, you can no longer receive
commercial performances."

  "Block me, you think you Who is it! Is n’t it the owner of a small restaurant? You
really think you are a personal thing, but I am a star— "Duan Feixuan said smugly.

  But at this moment, the mobile phone of the woman agent with heavy makeup
rang, she connected the phone, without a few words, her face sank, "

  Why- " did not finish, just hang up there .



Chapter 913
Segment flight Xuan feel that something was amiss, asked: "? How the"

  broker could answer, another phone call came, after listening to the broker, looking
terribly gloomy, "you also -"

  Immediately, a phone call after another Come in, in just a few minutes, five or six
calls came in, all simply said a few sentences, and then hung up.

  At this time, the face of the woman agent with heavy makeup was so dark that she
was almost dripping water, her chubby hands were shaking, and her phone fell to the ground
without even realizing it.

  Seeing this, Duan Feixuan could not help frowning, and said: "What's the matter?
What happened?" The

  agent looked at Duan Feixuan with a cry, and said: "Mr. Duan, just now, just now,
there was a phone call from the real estate cutting ribbon, saying , Said to cancel the
cooperation with us, don't let us go. "

  " Why is this happening? "Duan Feixuan was shocked, you know, go to the real
estate to cut the ribbon, but millions of income!

  As a result, the agent grimaced and continued: "Not only the next project, but also
the activities of the restaurant and jewelry store bathing center lined up behind them, all
canceled. They said that they would no longer cooperate with us."

  "This , In the end— "Duan Feixuan was really shocked for a time. If one or two
activities were cancelled, it might have been an accident. Then it is definitely a problem if so
many activities are cancelled at the same time.

  Involuntarily, Duan Feixuan and his agent looked at Chen Fei and thought of the
sentence he just said, "I want to block him in Longjiang City."

  For a time, the duo shuddered, and an unpredictable hunch emerged, "Does this,
this kid, really do not succeed at all, really have the energy to block me in Longjiang City?"

  Just when the two were shocked, I wish the boss snorted and looked at the two,
saying: "Offended Mr. Chen in Longjiang City, I think you are looking for death. Now I
apologize to Mr. Chen, maybe there is still a line Vitality. "

  " Mr. Chen? He, do you really— "Duan Feixuan and his agent looked at Chen Fei
somehow.

  Chen Fei said lightly: "I said, if you want to block you in Longjiang City, you will
definitely do it. And, I said before that I don't want to see you in Longjiang City anymore. Get
out."



  "You— — ”Duan Feixuan was furious and wanted to direct the bodyguard to do it.

  But this time, Chen Fei does not need to do it himself. I wish the boss ordered,
dozens of security guards clamored and came over at once, frightened Duan Feixuan and
his party directly, and hurriedly retreated back to the car, then hurriedly left.

  After driving away Duan Feixuan, Chen Fei chatted with Zhu boss and promised
the benefits just promised. Then, Chen Fei walked to the little girl who had been pushed
down while holding the picture album, and shot it in person to heal all the wounds on her
legs and hands.

  The little girl was immediately grateful and looked at Chen Fei and said, "Big
brother, thank you. I, I really don't know

  how-- " Chen Fei smiled and said, "No need to thank me. It's just that you are still
young It ’s not impossible to chase the stars, but sometimes you have to keep your eyes
open, do you understand? "

  " Well, I will. "The little girl looked at Chen Fei and smiled sweetly," Big Brother, you
will be my star in the future, I do not chase those entertainers, instead you chase big brother
"<.

br />

  Chen Fei Haha smile, touched the girl's head, smiled and said:." I'm not a star, but
as long as you like on it "

  " Well, I will. "The little girl nodded seriously.

  The other fans around him couldn't help applauding at this moment, with a smile on
their faces.

  Subsequently, Chen Fei left the scene.

  At the same time, Duan Feixuan, who left here, still had a dissatisfied expression
on his face, gritted his teeth and said: "That guy, disturbing my tens of millions of business,
causing me to lose so much. Let me check Check him, I still do n’t believe it. A little boss
really has so much energy to block me in Longjiang City. ”The

  woman agent with heavy makeup nodded, picked up the phone, and started to
call,“ Yellow Boss, I ’m Mr. Duan ’s agent, yes, yes, it ’s me. We want to ask you one thing,
check a person, um, Longjiang, what is it called Chen Fei, probably in his twenties, very
Young, and ... "

  Speaking of which, the agent's description hasn't continued. The boss Huang
opposite, as though suddenly encountering something terrible, suddenly exclaimed," Chen
Fei, very young Mr. Chen. This person, I can't check it, I can't check it. "



  " Boss Huang, I-- "The agent still wanted to say something, but Boss Huang
opposite had hung up the phone.

  "What's going on?" The agent frowned, and immediately dialed another number. "I
asked Boss Xu. Hello, Boss Xu, I'm ..."

  This time, a similar situation happened again when she said When Chen Fei got
the name, the other party immediately hung up in a panic.

  "This--" For a time, the agent was dumbfounded.

  Duan Feixuan frowned for a while, and then took out his mobile phone and said, "I
personally called and asked Miss You, she was well informed and surely knew the situation."

  "Hey, Yujie, I am Feixuan! Yes, I have One thing, I want to ask your sister to check.
It's not a big deal. I just want to ask a person's situation. It's called Chen Fei. He— "Duan
Feixuan said as lightly as possible.

  But the words didn't finish, Miss You on the phone was shocked directly, and the
tone changed, "Chen Fei, Mr. Chen. How can you cause Mr. Chen, don't have any conflicts
with Mr. Chen, don't "

  Miss You's reaction made Duan Feixuan a little silly," Your sister, that Chen Fei, is it
awesome? "

  " It's not a problem at all, it's not a bad thing. "Miss You shouted," In Longjiang Mr.
Chen can say that there is one thing. "

  " It's so good to say one thing. Is this such a powerful person? Who is he? The son
of a senior official, or the second generation of a wealthy businessman? "Duan Feixuan
surprised.

  Even on the phone, Miss You at the moment did not consciously lower her voice
and said: "Neither, Mr. Chen is so powerful, not at all comparable to the second generation
of his father. Mr. Chen himself It is a solid generation, a super generation. "

  " How come, how old is he, how could it be so powerful? Sister, this, this is not
right! "Duan Feixuan felt a little weird, with a suspicious tone in his tone.

  Miss You's tone changed and she said in a deep voice: "Fei Xuan, for the sake of
my relationship with you, I solemnly tell you, don't mess with Mr. Chen."

Chapter 914



"But, I--" Duan Feixuan felt a little sulky, holding a breath in his heart, uncomfortable.

  Miss You heard his strange emotions and said: "Fei Xuan, let me tell you that. We
are the largest business group in Longjiang City, Autumn Group. Mr. Chen is the vice
president of the group, and the president is his wife. Longjiang city's largest entertainment
company sky Entertainment Wei, Chen is the largest shareholder behind the most famous
museum of pharmacy drug Cheng, Mr. Chen is the owner and the attending physician, and
also invented Liquid ephedra. " "

  this, how he would So-- "Duan Feixuan didn't know what to say at all.

  At this time, Miss You's words are not over, "In addition, Mr. Chen is really the most
powerful, or himself. He is a top martial arts master."

  "A year ago, he defeated our dragon River City, the first master of the house
Sunfeng Qin Jia-Wu Daoshi home. " "

  Six months ago, he was in five provinces martial Assembly, the defeated provincial
martial arts master, became the first master of five provinces. " "

  Two weeks ago, he publicly Killed the gold medal killer sent by the blood blade
killer organization. It is known as the absolute first master of our martial arts community in
Longjiang City. "

  Hearing this, Duan Feixuan couldn't help but think of Chen Fei in the restaurant
Instantly resolve the matter of his two bodyguards. Immediately, there was a chill in my
heart, and my body began to tremble slightly.

  At this time, Miss You told me over the phone: "So, you now understand why I want
you not to provoke Mr. Chen. In our Longjiang city, you provoke Mr. Chen, and the
entertainment industry is only a small matter to block you. If Mr. Chen is really irritated, Mr.
Chen directly kills you, it is just a matter of moving his fingers. "

  Upon hearing this, Duan Feixuan could not help but burst into a chill, his mouth
moved, and wanted to say something. Nothing but nothing to say.

  "Fei Xuan, that's all my advice. You can do it yourself." Miss You hung up the
phone over the phone.

  Here, the female agent with heavy makeup looked at Duan Feixuan's horrified look
and couldn't help but wonder, "Mr. Duan, what did Miss You say, did you find any useful
information?"

  Duan Feixuan recovered, his face changed greatly, Do not answer the agent ’s
words and directly say: “Hurry, drive fast to the airport. I want to leave here and leave
immediately. I want to go back to Xiangjiang.”

  “Mr. Duan, what ’s wrong, you are—” Solution color.



  Duan Feixuan then told the agent the information that she heard from Miss You just
now. The agent was really frightened. His face was dull for a while, and he was speechless
for a while.

  Immediately, the two went straight to the airport, bought the plane that had recently
flew to Xiangjiang, and hurriedly boarded the plane. It wasn't until the moment when the
plane took off that the two of them were relieved, feeling that the boulder pressing on their
chests was finally removed.

  Chen Fei solved the problem of Duan Feixuan and returned home. Before he had
time to have an intimate relationship with his wife Lin Qiuhan, he had to send his wife away.

  Because, Xiangjiang's cosmetics exhibition is about to start, and Wei Ling has
already done almost the same preparation work. Now, Lin Qiuhan has to take over the
corresponding work in the past.

  Chen Fei personally sent his wife to the plane, secretly let Xie Yuan follow Lin
Qiuhan all the way, secretly protect her.

  Although the matter of the Blood Blade Killer organization is solved, Lin Qiuhan's
safety issues

are always correct.

  After sending away Lin Qiuhan, Chen Fei drove home, and when he got home, the
phone rang.

  Chen Fei a look at caller ID, Wei Ling is called, could not help but wonder, "Hey,
Ling Jie, how you call me ah! Han autumn she arrived yet? Not so fast!"

  Side of the phone Wei Ling froze for a moment, then said: "You said Qiu Han is
coming, I know, I'm already on the way to meet her at the airport. However, she hasn't
arrived yet. I call you, there are other things."

  "Oh, what's the matter, Sister Ling!" Chen Fei asked.

  Wei Ling's tone was a little serious and said: "Chen Fei, I was on the road just now
and I accidentally saw a piece of news on the side of Xiangjiang. Then I checked it carefully
and it has something to do with you."

  "What, the news of Xiangjiang, how could it be It has something to do with me, but
I have never been to Xiangjiang? What news is it? "Chen Fei puzzled.

  Wei Ling said: "This is an interview news. The interviewee is a family of three. They
said that they went to Longjiang City in the Mainland some time ago. Because the child was
sick, they sought medical treatment at Chengcheng Pharmacy. The attitude is very poor, the
conditions are also very poor, and they even attacked them and threatened them. "



  " In short, they said a lot in the news about Chengcheng Pharmacy and you. They
named the surname directly. Now, some of Xiangjiang The news media has reported this
incident. Although the influence is not too great, I am worried that things are fermenting and I
am afraid it is not good for you. "

  " What? "Chen Fei frowned." There is still such a thing. "Who was interviewed?"

  Wei Ling said: "It's a young couple. The woman's name seems to be Winnie and
the man's name is Anthony. I heard that it seems to be an overseas Chinese. I just work in a
foreign company in Xiangjiang."

  "It's them "When referring to these two names, Chen Fei immediately remembered
the little fat man Eric who was in the same class as Xiaoyu, and his parents, Winnie and
Anthony.

  At that time, the couple brought Eric to the Chengcheng Pharmacy to see a doctor,
and they wanted to jump in line arrogantly. As a result, Chen Fei learned a lesson. After
finally apologizing, Chen Fei cured Eric.

  Originally, Chen Fei thought they had repented. Unexpectedly, the couple did not
change their mortality. After going to Xiangjiang, they turned black and white upside down in
the news media.

  For a time, Chen Fei could not help feeling a anger.

  On the phone, Wei Ling asked: "Chen Fei, how do you deal with this matter?"

  Chen Fei said: "I will immediately find media reports to clarify the truth of the
matter."

  "Well, my contact will arrange this matter immediately. "Wei Ling is very efficient.

  Chen Fei nodded, and suddenly thought of something, said: "Sister Ling, in the
clarification announcement, you add one more sentence, that is to say to the couple of
Winnie and Anthony."

  "What?" Wei Ling said .

  Chen Fei narrowed his eyes and said, "Just tell them the husband and wife, it is
best to finish the medicines from Chengcheng Pharmacy, or else, I hope they won't regret it."

  "This-" Wei Ling is puzzled. But I didn't ask much. I said right away, "Okay, I'll take
note of this, and someone will send it out."

  "Well! Sister Ling, you worked hard." Chen Fei greeted.



  Chen Fei's greetings made Wei Ling's heart warm and his tone softened. He said:
"The things for the trade fair are almost the same, not hard."

Chapter 915
After finishing the phone call with Wei Ling, Chen Fei returned home and received a call
from his wife Lin Qiuhan not long after.

  "Wife, have you got off the plane?" Chen Fei answered the phone.

  Lin Qiuhan said lightly: "It's already here. Wei Ling and I are on our way back to the
hotel."

  "Well, my wife, you've been on the plane for so long. You must be very tired. Go
back to the hotel and take a rest."

  Lin Qiuhan yelled softly, and then said: "I know. It's just, I just remembered one
thing, if you are convenient, just go for me instead."

  "What's the matter?" Chen Fei was a little curious.

  Lin Qiuhan said: "It's like this. Three days later, it was Grandpa Sun Xi's death day.
As a junior, I should have gone to see it. But I can't pass it now. After three days, you can go
for me instead."

  " Well, this kind of trivial thing is, I have time, and it will be when the time comes.
"Chen Fei nodded immediately.

  Lin Qiuhan said: "Well, that's okay, I'm hanging up." The

  wife's cold temperament was almost unwilling to say one more sentence, so Chen
Fei who wanted to say a few more warm-hearted words. I can go back to my stomach.

  Early in the morning of the next day, the little girl Sun Xi called and told Chen Fei in
detail what happened to his grandfather, and settled down.

  Soon, the day of the sacrifices came, Chen Fei rose early and came to the Suns.

  The Sun's family on this day, almost all who could come back, were here. All the
people put on plain clothes, and stood solemnly in the lobby.

  Sun Fengqin was very respectful of Chen Fei's arrival, and came down to greet,
"Mr. Chen is here, our Sun Jiapeng Xunshenghui. Please come on!"



  Chen Fei waved his hand and said, "Senior Sun, I am here instead of Qiu Han, as
a junior and a junior. You don't have to be so polite, you are mainly based on your activities,
don't

  care about me." Sun Fengqin arched to Chen Fei and said: " That neglected Mr.
Chen. "

  Then, Sun Fengqin asked some things in public, and the whole family went out and
went out.

  The location of the cemetery of the old man is a little off, on a hill in the rural
suburbs of Longjiang City, so a pedestrian has to drive by.

  Chen Fei and Sun Xi little girl took a car together and drove towards the suburbs.

  Along the way, Sun Xi also introduced Chen Fei about her grandfather.

  Sun Fengqin returned from the martial arts at the beginning, and he had a high
status in the family. Sun Xi ’s grandfather was equivalent to entering the Sun family. This was
an embarrassing thing for a man in the era decades ago.

  Therefore, Grandpa Sun Xi ’s presence in the Sun family has been very low, and
not many people really awe the husband who is the nominal owner.

  However, Sun Xi told Chen Fei that grandfather, who is not worth mentioning in the
eyes of ordinary people in the Sun family, grandma Sun Fengqin treated him very well, even
respected him. Because, for so many years, the old man has endured all kinds of gossip and
even opposition within the family, silently supporting Sun Fengqin.

  This is also the reason why Sun Fengqin insisted to come over and sweep his
wife's grave every year for so many years after the old man went.

  Chen Fei also paid a little more respect to the old man he never met.

  An hour later, the Sun's convoy drove down a hill that was not high.

  A group of people got out of the car, and then

walked along the winding mountain path towards the mountain.

  Since it is winter, many plants on the mountain have already withered. Weeds are
piled in piles everywhere, and some have drowned the trails, and they must be cut with
sharp objects before they can walk.

  Fortunately, the Sun family is a martial arts family, and the family children are
somewhat martial arts. Therefore, it is easy to go all the way up the mountain.



  Twenty minutes later, a group of people came to a three-meter-high stone near the
top of the mountain. Bypassing the stone, you can see a soft grave.

  Unlike Chen Fei's imagined Huagui tomb, this tomb is very ordinary, even very
simple. A shallow earth bag, in front of which is a stone tablet with cracks and mottled
writing.

  However, after Sun Fengqin saw the stone tablet, the strong man who killed the
decisive in the ordinary days softened his eyes, his eyes flickered, and there were more
crystal tears.

  At this moment, she seems to have become an old man with a wind and candle,
and is no longer a master of martial arts at the beginning of the prefecture level.

  Seeing this look of Sun Fengqin, Chen Fei couldn't help feeling a little sighed.

  Sun Xi was also in tears and whispered: "This is where my grandfather met my
grandmother. He told his old man before his death that he would bury him here after his
death. He wanted to always meet him when he met him forever. The scene stayed in my
heart. "

  Chen Fei nodded gently, didn't say much, but could understand the old man's
thoughts.

  At this time, Sun Fengqin reached out and gently wiped the corners of his eyes,
then reached out and fell on the tombstone, gently brushing the dust above. Then he turned
to the descendants behind him and said, "Let's get started."

  Immediately, all the descendants of the Sun family came around and started to get
busy. Everyone worked together and worked together to remove the dirt around the grave,
and all the weeds were pulled out. The tombstone was cleaned with a rag and clean water.

  Chen Fei, as a junior, also stepped forward to pull out a weed, which was a
confession.

  After the grave was cleaned, the next step was worship.

  All the scented paper money, flower and fruit tributes were put on, and then the
juniors of the family took turns to kneel and salute.

  Chen Fei, representing Lin Qiuhan, was not a descendant of the Sun family, so he
did not bow down and salute, but bowed deeply and presented a bouquet of flowers to show
his heart.

  After everyone saluted, they immediately retreated.

  Sun Xi gently pulled Chen Fei aside and said, "Brother Chen, let's go next to it."



  "What's wrong?" Chen Fei asked.

  Sun Xi pointed to Sun Fengqin who was still standing in front of the tomb.
"Grandma wanted to talk to grandpa alone. We juniors are generally waiting next to us."

  "Well, so. Let's go." Nodded and walked away with Sun Xi.

  The other juniors also spread out, standing in the direction of the surroundings,
forming a circle, protecting the tomb in the most central position, and at the same time being
a kind of handle to prevent someone from entering and disturbing Sun Fengqin.

  Chen Fei and Sun Xi came to the back of the mountain and stood on a flat stone,
overlooking the mountain.

  In the eye is a pine tree with a lush greenery. At the foot of the mountain below the
pine tree is a house, which is a villager living nearby.

  In the house, there was a smoke rising from the kitchen. In the farmland that has
been harvested, there are children playing around the scarecrow.

  A quiet and natural picture of life in a mountain village, unconsciously, made Chen
Fei feel relaxed and happy, and an inexplicable sense of comfort surged in his heart.
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Sun Xi looked at the scene, and stars appeared in his eyes, a look of intoxication.

  Just when the two didn't say a word and were enamored with the idyllic beauty.
Suddenly, a quarrel awoke them.

  The two immediately turned their heads and looked at the source of the sound.

  "What's going on?" Chen Fei questioned.

  Sun Xi said: "That's Sun Qiang's cousin's direction, Brother Chen, let's take a look."

  "Well!" Chen Fei nodded.

  Immediately, the two walked in the direction of the quarrel.

  The two sides were not far away, and soon came here, Chen Fei and Sun Xi also
saw the scene at the moment.

  Sun Qiang took two Sun's bodyguards and was arguing with two middle-aged men
in their 40s, a middle-aged man dressed as a peasant.



  Sun Qiang asked the bodyguard to stop the two peasants, and at the same time
shouted, "I said, don't allow it, you didn't hear it?" The

  two peasants were not convinced, and quarreled with Sun Qiang on their necks.

  "Why don't you let us pass by here, is this your mountain?"

  "We are going to work, you have delayed our work, delayed our earning money, do
you lose money?"

  Sun Qiang just retorted his anger, Sun Xi came over and said, "Cousin, what's
wrong? What happened?"

  Sun Xi ’s current identity is not the same as that of Sun Jiake, the absolute Miss
Sun. In addition, Chen Fei also walked together, Sun Qiang changed his face, and then
nodded to Sun Xi and Chen Fei, pointing at the two farmers, saying, "They are going to cut
grass and firewood over there. close weeds and dead branches back for firewood. coz you
know, my grandmother over there, they are so in the past, would not disturb the quiet of my
grandmother, so I just stopped them. "

  His words, two The peasants suddenly became more angry, blushing and arguing.

  "What are you talking about? Your grandma is over there and won't let us work in
the past. Why?"

  Sun Qiang said a little bit angrily, "Just because we are the Sun family, the people
of the provincial Sun family, Do you know? "The

  two farmers were stunned, but then shook their heads and insisted:" We don't
know what grandchildren. And even if you are from the provincial capital, that can't stop us
from working. Leave now, otherwise don't blame us for not You're welcome. "During the talk

  , the two farmers insisted on going here. Sun Qiang quickly waved his hands and
asked the two bodyguards to try to push them away.

  Seeing that the conflict was about to break out, Sun Xi hurriedly stopped and said:
"Cousin, don't."

  Stopping the bodyguard, Sun Xi stepped forward and said to the two farmers: "The
two elder brothers are really embarrassed. Today is My grandpa ’s death day, my grandma
sweeps the grave here, she likes to be quiet and does n’t want to be disturbed. So, my
cousin wo n’t let you go. ”

  “ At most half an hour, we will leave immediately. Could you wait a moment? ?
"Sun Xi said softly.

  However, the two farmers did not buy it at all.



  "I don't care if it is your grandfather's day of abstinence, or your father's day of
abstinence. What does it have to do with us?"

  "That is, your day of abstinence, let us wait. Why is there such a reason, we have
to go over, I really want to see, do you dare to stop us?" The

  two will come over, Sun Xi pretty face sinking, Some are at a loss.

  Sun Qiang's face was angry, and he would get angry and let the bodyguard directly
start.
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msp; At this point, Chen Fei stood up, grabbed Sun Xi, and held Sun Qiang. Then said
to the two farmers: "Two, this time, we really affected you and made you inconvenient. I also
know that this delays your time."

  "However, after all, the dead are big, the elderly I come back once a year, that is, I
want to talk to my wife. Please also understand the two. "

  " Why-"The two of them were refuting Chen Fei with their necks stuck together.

  But at this time, Chen Fei directly figured out two stacks of red Cancan banknotes
and handed them to the two of them, saying, "The two of you have delayed your work. We
apologize that these two thousand dollars are our point. Compensation, you take it. "

  Seeing the two stacks of banknotes, the two couldn't help but their eyes lit up, and
the expression on their faces changed instantly.

  In this way, Sun Xi and Sun Qiang could not help but see how shocked they are,
and they have to sigh. Chen Fei is experienced and knows what method to deal with.

  One of the black farmers couldn't help but reach for the banknotes in Chen Fei's
hands.

  But in his hand came out, next to the burly farmers that were hit him, for he winked
and whispered:. "Do not forget we have come to do,"

  heard this, himself a black skinny farmer Shocked, the extended hand was
retracted at once.

  Burly farmer is sullen, staring Chen Fei said: ".. Ye in the city of the rich, do not
think a little money can do whatever they want that we do not want you filthy lucre, today we
are not satisfied with this tone, in the past we have chosen to"

  Yuehua Jian , The two want to break through.



  Chen Fei was shocked when he saw this, his expression a little surprised. After all,
two thousand dollars, one thousand per person, is definitely a lot for them. How much
firewood can I buy for 1,000 yuan!

  It's strange that they don't even need money. They have to come to cut grass and
cut wood.

  Just when Chen Fei doubt, Sun Qiang and took out a wad of bills of two said:. "!
Plus two thousand a total of four thousand this case, you happy now,"

  shiny red bill before us, Black The eyes of the thin peasant couldn't help but move
a little. But the burly peasants were very determined, staring at Chen Fei and saying, "I said,
we don't want your stinky money. Although we are peasants and poor people, we are also
guts. It ’s over. ”

  After that, the two of them will break through.

  Sun Qiang quickly waved his bodyguard over.

  At this time, the two peasants did not move slowly. They even found out the sickle
and hatchet around their waists, and rushed over fiercely.

  One of them rushed to Sun Xi, which scared the little girl so much that she stayed
in place.

  Seeing this, Chen Fei frowned fiercely, his figure flashed, and quickly pulled Sun Xi
back, avoiding the opponent's sickle.

  Then, Chen Fei yelled at them: "Sword on people! You are too much."

  "You forcibly blocked the road, this is too much." The burly peasant snorted and
continued to rush over with a sickle.

  Seeing this, Chen Fei snorted, and was not prepared to continue to reason again.
He kicked it directly, kicked it on the chest of the burly peasant, and kicked him out. The
sickle in his hand also flew out of his hand, swirled in the air, and finally fell into the jungle of
Houshan.

  At this moment, the remaining black peasant was immediately frightened, holding a
hatchet in his hand, stepped, and dared not step forward.

  Chen Fei snorted coldly, "Go!" The

  black peasant suddenly lost his hatchet in his hand, then raised the burly peasant
and hurriedly fled down the mountain.
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Sun Qiang looked at the two fled in panic figure, could not help but cold laugh loudly, said:.
"Badlands out of trouble-making, two ungrateful thing,"

  Sun Xi touches soft-hearted, to Sun Qiang said: "cousin, do not say this. If we
really talk about things, we have something wrong first. "

  Sun Qiang pouted, and some did not take it seriously , but he did not fight with Sun
Xi. Instead, he looked at Chen Fei with a compliment. He said: "It's Mr. Chen who's brave
and extraordinary, and shocked them as soon as he shot. Mr.

  Chen surely-- " Chen Fei waved his hand and interrupted Sun Qiang's compliment.
Frowning slightly, he said: "You talk to people in other directions and let them pay attention. I
think this matter is not so simple."

  "Not so simple?" Sun Qiang puzzled and immediately disdain, "Don't the two
peasants dare to come up and take revenge? Then

  we— " However, before the words were finished, Sun Xi gave Sun Qiang a glance.
Sun Qiang shut up suddenly, dared not to say more, and stepped out to inform others.

  Immediately, before long, Sun Qiang ran breathlessly, with a panic on his face,
said: "Cousin, Mr. Chen, it's not good, it's not

  good-- " "Cousin, what's wrong?" Sun Xi quickly asked.

  Sun Qiang said: "Over there, those diaomins are here again."

  "What, they are here again? This, this is—" Sun Xi panicked.

  Sun Qiang continued: "Moreover, there are more people coming this time. There
are hundreds of people, and almost all the people in this village have been dispatched. One
by one, they hold forks and say they want revenge. Our people don't know now How to deal
with it. "

  " What-- "Sun Xi was shocked, and did not expect that things would be so big.

  Chen Fei frowned for a while, and immediately said: "Let's go and see."

  Quickly came to the other side, at this time, there was already a riot in that side.

  Hundreds of villagers from the other party rushed over busily, one by one excited,
shouting for revenge and justice.

  The people on the Suns' side were also quickly gathering towards this side,
blocking the impact of these farmers.



  It should be said that although there are few people in the Sun family, there are
only one or twenty people, but most of them have at least the mid-Yellow level strength.
There is no problem in dealing with these farmers.

  But since Chen Fei strictly demanded the Sun family, they dared not do this kind of
bullying of the people, so at this moment they dare not do it, and can only passively block
the impact of the farmers.

  When Chen Fei arrived, among the crowd, the burly peasant who had been kicked
out by Chen Fei just now glanced at him, pointed at Chen Fei, and said, "It's me he hit. ""

  Suddenly, there was a cry from behind.

  "Revenge for the village chief."

  "Dare

  to beat my brother to find something dead." "Don't think that you are a city man,
you can hit people casually. We who rely on the mountain are not bully."

  "This time things You must give a statement, otherwise, things will never end. "

  ...... ... The

  group was indignant. One or twenty people from the Sun family could not stop the
hundreds of people.

  Seeing this, Chen Fei frowned and walked over, full of real breath, and screamed
at the crowd: "Give me peace." The

  noisy crowd, being drunk by Chen Fei, was really shocked

, and then quiet Down.

  Chen Fei eyes swept away, cold look to all the villagers, said:. "This time this is just
a small thing, I hope you do not get too excited, to make radical things, then regretted it"

  hardly faded Then, the burly village chief shouted, "Excessive things? You act on
me, it is extreme things. Do we peasants, are we going to be bullied by you?" With

  such a shout, the emotions of all villagers Excited, shouting one after another.

  Chen Fei looked coldly at the head of the burly village and shouted loudly, "The
reason why I did it was because you had a sickle on a little girl. A big man threatened a little
girl with a sharp weapon, don't I Should n’t we do it? ”

  “ It ’s nice! That ’s not because you rich people stop our way and make us difficult.
”The head of the burly village shouted sharply, then turned around and shouted to the



villagers,“ Everyone heard this This is the attitude of the people in the city. What is the
reason for the people in our village who stopped us from passing and beat us. We have to
ask them to make a statement today. "For

  a time, the group was angry.

  "Yes, we want a statement."

  "Wealth is great, dare to bully us casually?"

  "Support the village head, we have to say, we have to apologize."

  ............ The

  scene gradually got out of control, and Sun Xi faced with anxiety He said to Chen
Fei, "Brother Chen, I'll call my grandma. She may know the old man here."

  "Well, you go." Chen Fei nodded, and Sun Xi hurried back to inform Sun Fengqin
went.

  At this time, Chen Fei narrowed his eyes and said aloud: "For this matter, I hope
everyone will calm down. We sat down and talked about it, and we will definitely give a result
that everyone is satisfied with."

  Sun Qiang also shouted at the moment: "Big deal, we lose some money, one
thousand, is it enough? If it is not enough, five thousand per person, the head office." I

  have to say, money is really a good thing. Especially when a person of 5,000 such
a small amount shouted out, many villagers suddenly had their eyes lighted up, and the
excitement changed a little. The noisy atmosphere was a lot quieter at once.

  But at this moment, the head of the burly village narrowed his eyes, flashed a ray
of light, and shouted: "Don't be fooled, these city people are very cunning, they said to give
money, but wait, they drive. ,

  Just left, where do we go to find them asking for money. " " This-"Many villagers
with bright eyes, now suspected.

  The chief of the burly village saw this and continued: "And, think about it, even if
they really gave the money. Then, they hired a lawyer, reported the case, and said that we
blackmailed, and the money became evidence. . Which is to lose money, this is clearly a
case for us! "As

  soon as the words came out, the villagers who had just been fascinated by the
money were pulled back in an instant.



  Even with it, their emotions became more and more agitated, waving agricultural
tools in their hands, shouting angrily, hoping to teach Chen Fei and their cunning city
dwellers.

  "Cheaters are all scammers."

  "Bulling us has no culture. Isn't it a fight, just watch them dare to bully us."

  "Everyone goes together and teaches them a meal."

  ............

  Looking at the surging crowd, Chen Fei narrowed her eyes and looked at the burly
village chief, a flash of doubt and suspicion flashed in her heart.
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This village chief, almost from the beginning, did not deal with Chen Fei and Chen Fei. It was
just a matter that could not have been smaller, and the Sun family could solve it by giving
some money.

  But every time things calmed down, the burly village head was afraid of the chaos
in the world, and all kinds of incitements ignited the conflict, intensified the conflict, and
provoked the conflict between the two sides. Looking at the whole process, this burly village
head seems to be so deliberate.

  For a time, Chen Fei looked at the head of the burly village and said in a cold
voice: "You'd better not engage in any conspiracy or trickery, otherwise, I will make you
regret it." The

  head of the burial village froze for a moment, a flash of light flashed in his eyes,
and then again Started to incite other villagers to come, "Everyone heard that this person is
threatening me. We are not as good as they want, they are going to threaten us. This kind of
person, how to believe us! Let's go together and give them a little color See. "

  Suddenly, the group was indignant. For a time, many villagers rushed up and
slammed with the bodyguards of the Sun family. The conflict was about to break out.

  Sun Qiang, they were angry and nervous one by one, all eyes turned to Chen Fei,
with inquiring eyes, want to know how to be good.

  Chen Fei looked sad and said to the Sun family: "Separate them, make trouble, all
turn aside, pay attention to the importance of the action."



  After all, most of these villagers should be innocent people who were instigated.
Chen Fei and Do not want to hurt them, so let the Sun family start to pay attention to the
importance.

  However, the village chief heard this at the moment, and immediately shouted
again: "They are going to do it, we can't lose. Let's go together!" For

  a time, hundreds of villagers rushed up, and the two sides clashed together.
Confusion.

  The bodyguards of the Sun family and many of the juniors are all people with
martial arts strength. Although the number is not dominant, the villagers can be repelled in
three or two hits. For a while, they took the advantage of the scene.

  Although Chen Fei made them pay attention to the importance of starting, but in
this scale of conflict, in the push and fight, it is inevitable that some will be injured by
mistake. Some villagers were accidentally beaten and suddenly saw blood.

  As a result, the head of the burly village shouted loudly, "Everyone desperately
fights with them, they have poisoned their hands, and beat us like this. We fight with them,
let's go together!" The

  situation further intensified. Many of these villagers were stunned by anger. At the
moment, they turned their eyes red and waved the agricultural tools in their hands, and they
smashed them desperately.

  As a result, the bodyguards and the younger generations of Sun's family couldn't
bear it at once. After all, they are bare-handed and have to converge. In this way, it is natural
to be overwhelmed.

  Seeing the Sun family fall into the downwind, Chen Fei frowned, his body was
shocked, and he was about to start.

  But at this moment, in the direction behind him, there was suddenly a turbulent
real-aura fluctuation, and then, a cry of "ah" sounded.

  Feeling this strong breath fluctuation, Chen Fei's face suddenly changed, because
this breath, very strong, has the strength from the peak of the Xuan level to the early stage.
Add to that voice calls, instant let Chen Fei hearts surprised, "This is Sunlao momentum, and
Mr. Sun Xiaoxi there, encountered the situation."

  Chen Fei heart of a dynamic, looking sank, look To the head of the burly village.

  At this moment, he felt the movement coming from there, his face changed, his
eyes flickered, his body shrank back, and he seemed to want to slip away.



  Chen Fei immediately determined that there was absolutely a problem with the
village head, and

  immediately shouted: "Where to run!" Then, Chen Fei made a big move, Ling Kong
grabbed the burly village head, fell to the ground, and threw it to Sun Qiang: Look at and
suppress him. "The

  village chief screamed in pain, and then yelled out loud," Help, beat someone,
everyone go together! Bully people-- "

  The villagers were even more excited when they saw the village chief being
arrested.

  But this time, Chen Fei cold eye swept away all the villagers, who broke out of real
dollars breath, he shouted sternly:. "You do evil, if Xiaoxi hurt, I want you all pay the price"

  strong Qi Jin fluctuations open, This group of angry villagers was directly shocked.

  Then, Chen Fei told the Sun family: "There are others who dare to make trouble,
they will be overthrown, and something will

  happen . I will be responsible." After that, Chen Fei flashed quickly and rushed
towards Sun Xi and Sun Fengqin behind him.

  At this time, the Sun family and bodyguards ordered by Chen Fei did not have the
constraints of keeping their hands behind. The momentum suddenly changed, and they
directly oppressed the villagers to deter them.

  The village head, who was held by Sun Qiang, still shouted: "Let's do it together,
hurry up."

  However, after the Sun family directly knocked down a few impulsive guys, the
remaining villagers dared not move. Let the village head tear his throat, and stand one by
one, daring not to start.

  After all, the person in front of him is a real warrior. Moreover, there are several
examples of bloodshed, they naturally dare not move.

  He said that Chen Fei's side, in less than a few seconds, he appeared in a grave
on the top of the mountain.

  As soon as he came over, Chen Fei saw Sun Fengqin covering his chest, with
blood on the corner of his mouth leaning on the stone beside the grave, with anxious
expression on his face.

  "Old Sun, what's going on?" Chen Fei asked quickly.



  Sun Fengqin's face was anxious, and he pointed to the direction of the back hill,
saying: "Then, over there. Someone showed up and took Xiao Xi away. I, I am not his
opponent."

  "What!" Chen Fei couldn't help but look pale, and a look of surprise appeared on
his face.

  First, Sun Xi was plundered, and second, Sun Fengqin was defeated.

  You know, Sun Fengqin is the first master before Longjiang City, and he already
has the strength of Xuan level peak. After losing to Chen Fei, although there was a
short-term decline in strength due to injury.

  But later, with the healing and Chen Fei's instructions, Sun Fengqin's forces not
only recovered, but also surpassed the original state and broke through to the
prefecture-level state.

  At the beginning of the prefecture level, no matter where it is, it can be called a
master. But Sun Fengqin of this strength, even in just a few minutes, was injured and robbed
of Sun Xi by the opponent.

  Although it may be because of a sneak attack, even so, the strength of the other
party still made Chen Fei look dignified.

  These thoughts flashed in my heart, Chen Fei chased out at the same time, his
body quickly swept over the back hill.

  The back mountain is very steep, and there are dense pine forests on the slope,
which is not convenient for walking.

  But when Chen Fei hurried over, he saw at a glance that in the pine forest of
Houshan, a figure in black quickly flicked through the forest, his movements were very
flexible and his speed was very fast.
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Seeing this, Chen Fei immediately caught up.

  The other party's reaction was also very fast. The chaser who was behind him had
an instantaneous increase in speed and fled quickly.

  However, Chen Fei's real strength is the master of the top of the heaven. At this
moment, the speed bursts out. Within half a minute of kung fu, he narrowed the distance
with the other party and chased behind the man in black.



  The man in black didn't seem to think that Chen Fei was so fast, he even caught up
in such a short time.

  But the other party's reaction was also very fast. Seeing that he could not escape,
he immediately stood still and slammed back against Chen Fei.

  This blow, roaring and roaring, is impressive, and at least has the strength of the
Xuan level peak level.

  However, Chen Fei was not afraid and banged directly at him with a punch. With a
snap, Chen Fei blasted the opponent's offensive with a punch, and then the fist continued to
bang, hammering towards the opponent's chest.

  The man in black was a little caught off guard and hurriedly backed away, but Chen
Fei's offensive continued.

  Seeing that he couldn't avoid it, the man in black grabbed it smoothly and blocked
the unconscious Sun Xi directly in front of him, shouting to Chen Fei: "I didn't expect Mr.
Chen's strength to be stronger than we thought! If she dies, then stop right away. "

  Seeing Sun Xi, Chen Fei almost burst out of fire in his eyes, and a anger burst into
the sky. But still had to stop the attack, stood still, looked at the man in black coldly, and said,
"You know me? If you know, then let her go now."

  The man in black shook his head and looked at Chen Fei said: "Of course I know
Mr. Chen. If Mr. Chen let me go first, I will let her go again."

  Chen Fei shook his head and said coldly: "This is impossible, I don't believe you. If
I let you go By the way, who can guarantee the safety of Sun Xi? "

  The man in black is staring at Chen Fei now, with a strong threat in his tone, "Mr.
Chen, you have to figure it out, it is now in my hands. You are not qualified to order me!
Seconds to make a decision! "

  Chen Fei narrowed his eyes and looked at the man in black. Instead of answering
immediately, he asked," Who are you, why did you start with Sun Xi? "

  The man in black chuckled and said, : "Who am I, Mr. Chen, you don't need to
know now."

  "You—" Chen Fei wanted to keep asking.

  At this moment, the man in black directly interrupted Chen Fei's words, and said
coldly, "Mr. Chen, don't think about procrastinating time. Now, there are six seconds left. You
have to make a choice."

  Chen Fei was silent for a while . , Slightly bowed his head, seemed hesitant.



  The man in black squeezed Sun Xi's neck with one hand, staring at Chen Fei with
both eyes, guarding against his sneak attack.

  Time passes by one minute and one second.

  The man in black became somber. "Thirty-two ..."

  Just before the countdown was over, Chen Fei raised his head violently, looked at
the man in black, and gave a loud drink.

  Suddenly, the man in black almost shook his body instinctively, and stared at Chen
Fei's eyes with his eyes.

  At this moment, Chen Fei's eyes flickered, and two red flame flowers fluttered out,
quickly flying to the eyes of the man in black.

  The man in black had no time to respond. When he recovered, he saw two golden
flames flying fast in front of him. The flame entered the eyes of the man in black and
instantly burned the eyes of the man in black into a scorched black.

  

The man in black hurriedly shot two streams of streamer and entered his eyes,
extinguishing the flames in his eyes. But at this time, his binocular had turned into two dark
holes and lost his eyes.

  At the same time, Chen Fei's figure flashed quickly and took Sun Xi over, holding
him in his arms.

  "Xiao Xi, are you okay?" Chen Fei looked at Sun Xi in his arms and called out, but
there was no response.

  "Has been knocked out?" Chen Fei was puzzled, and immediately held Sun Xi's
wrist, and began to diagnose her pulse.

  And with such a diagnosis, Chen Fei's complexion changed instantly.

  Immediately, Chen Fei had no choice but to take apart Sun Xi's clothes and take a
look at the waist and limbs behind Sun Xi.

  At the moment, a pale blue mark appeared on the white and tender skin. At first
glance, it looked like something like a birthmark. But if you look closely, you can see that the
faint blue mark turned out to be a lotus flower with a bud waiting to be placed.

  And this flower is very similar to the pattern of the flower on Lin Qiuhan's back.



  In an instant, Chen Fei's face sank, and he stared fiercely at the man in black. He
grabbed him in the air and asked sharply, "Nine Nine Ice Lotus Lotus Seeds, who the hell
are you? Want to start with Sun Xi? Also, is the nine-nice ice lotus lotus in Lin Qiuhan's body
also related to you? "A

  series of questions came up, but the other person in black didn't answer any
questions but laughed. Dao: "You know Jiuyou Binglian, it seems that we still
underestimated your strength and identity. However, against us, you have no good ending."

  Chen Fei squeezed the black man's throat fiercely and screamed : "Answer my
question, otherwise, I will kill you!"

  The man in black showed a smile and said: "Do you think that people like us will be
afraid of death?"

  "I have a thousand ways to make you better than death!" Chen Fei said coldly.

  The man in black shook his head and said with a smile: "Before letting me die, Mr.
Chen should better worry about his wife. Do you think your wife is safe now?"

  Chen Fei couldn't help being surprised when he said this. Panic.

  Taking advantage of Chen Fei's panic, the man in black patted his chest. Suddenly,
the body was shocked, the head was crooked, blood oozed from the corners of the mouth,
the whole person died instantly, and the breath of life disappeared.

  Feeling the death of the man in black, Chen Fei couldn't help but look down, and
left the body of the man in black on the ground, his eyes gloomy and terrible.

  At this time, Sun Fengqin also brought the Sun family.

  See the situation at the scene, Sunfeng Qin quickly asked: "Xiaoxi okay that black
people do??"

  Chen Fei said: "Men in Black is dead, unconscious Xiaoxi now we go back to
say.?"

  "Yes! "Sun Fengqin immediately arranged staff.

  When they carried the body of Sun Xi and the man in black on their way home,
they passed by the previous position.

  The burly village heads and villagers controlled by Sun Qiang are still chattering at
the moment. In particular, that the mayor was holding down the Sun family, but his mouth is
continually shouting, "what are you oppress the weak, what are illegally imprisoned. I'm
going to the police, I will accuse you."

  Many villagers now The echoing shouted.



  "I'm injured. If you don't compensate, don't want to leave."

  "Even if you are rich, you can't just bully people."

  "We want a statement."

  ............

Chapter 920
Noisy crowd, let Chen Fei could not help but upset that he can turn his eyes scanned the
crowd of villagers, who then fell burly mayor, cold voice shouted: "? He says who you are
and how those collusion"

  burly village Long-spoken, I couldn't help but be surprised, but then pretended to
be silly and said: "Who, what collusion? I don't understand what you're talking about."

  Chen Fei turned around and slapped the head of the burly village directly, then
lifted Opening the cloth on the stretcher, revealing the dead body of the black man, he said
coldly: "He is dead, do you want to be like him?"

  Although the chief of the burly village has a hard mouth, after all, he is just an
ordinary person who saw a body. Suddenly, my body trembled, my eyes changed, and I
quickly waved my hand, "I, I don't, I didn't--"

  "Then tell me everything you know." Chen Fei coldly said.

  The head of the burly village hesitated a little, but then saw the corpse of the man
in black, shivered, and then explained the matter one by one.

  It turned out that yesterday, someone found the village head and gave him 50,000
yuan. Let him deliberately come to the mountains to make troubles this morning. Anyway, no
matter what method is used, as long as it can disturb the situation at the scene and hold
down the Sun family. After that, the other party will give him another 50,000 yuan.

  The temptation of a total of one hundred thousand yuan of money, the burly village
chief naturally cannot resist. So I spent a whole night thinking at home, and finally decided
on a plan.

  As soon as they discovered that the Sun family had arrived, they immediately
came up and began to find faults. They even incited the villagers to make trouble and disrupt



the water. This was also the fundamental reason why the burly village chief deliberately
made trouble when Sun Qiang promised to lose money several times.

  When the other villagers learned of the incident, all the angry eyes of the villagers
turned to the village chief for a time, and the fierce eyes seemed to tear him apart.

  "Damn, Lao Tzu, for the sake of the same ancestor, to help you! You count me."

  "I bleed, but you rely on us to make money. This time, you must give me a
statement, otherwise I will smash your house."

  "It is a shame for you to be a village chief like you, we demand Substitute. "

  ............ The

  villagers were overwhelmed by the excited opposition from the villagers.

  Chen Fei couldn't ask for more valuable information, so he didn't bother to deal
with such a small person. He was directly thrown to the angry villagers, and then took the
Sun family down the hill quickly.

  On the way, Chen Fei thought of what the man in black said before he died, and
was worried. He immediately reached out his cell phone and called Lin Qiuhan.

  Lin Qiuhan answered the phone, and some strange Chen Fei suddenly contacted.

  Lin Qiuhan's safety made Chen Fei relieved. However, she immediately explained
the situation and asked Lin Qiuhan to be careful in Xiangjiang to strengthen security.

  Lin Qiuhan nodded and agreed.

  Hang up the phone, then Chen Fei called Xie Yuan again, let him strengthen the
protection of Lin Qiuhan. I will rush to Xiangjiang as soon as possible.

  After all, this time the opponent is really a bit unusual.

  The man in black has at least the martial arts strength of the prefecture level.
Moreover, there is such a precious thing as Jiuyou Binglian Lotus Seed.

  This had to worry about Chen Fei, so for insurance purposes, he was still preparing
to rush to Xiangjiang himself to protect his wife's safety.

  The Sun family and his party quickly returned to their homes in the urban area. Sun
Fengqin's injury was only a martial arts injury, not too serious. After a short period of rest, he
was fine.

  It was Sun Xi who had hit the nine-you ice lotus lotus, and Chen Fei was very
concerned.



  You must know that Lin Qiuhan has also been planted with Nine You Binglian lotus
seeds. For

this situation, even now Chen Fei cannot solve it completely.

  Therefore, Chen Fei carefully inspected Sun Xi.

  After the inspection, Chen Fei was slightly relieved.

  Because the symbol of the lotus behind Sun Xi and the lotus seeds in his body are
very similar to Jiuyou Binglian. But it is not the real Nine Nine Ice Lotus Lotus Seeds, but the
six Nine Ice Lotus Lotus Seeds to be weak in all aspects.

  The six-you ice lotus and the nine-you ice lotus belong to the same species and
the same family, but the nine-you ice lotus is more precious than the six-you ice lotus, and
the effect is stronger and more rare.

  Now, Sun Xi is planted with these six peaceful ice lotuses, although the situation is
not as serious as Lin Qiuhan's. But after all, it is the same kind of thing, and for Fei, it is also
a bit troublesome.

  Although Chen Fei can alleviate Sun Xi's condition by relying on the true spirit of
his practice of "Jiuyang Burning Heavenly Trick", it is still somewhat difficult to solve the
problem without real side effects.

  Therefore, Chen Fei first infused Sun Xi with the breath of truth, relieved the cold
breath in her body, and made her wake up. Then I'm going to look for the right medicine and
see if I can cure Sun Xi's condition.

  He explained the situation with Sun Fengqin. Sun Lao was immediately angry,
worried and anxious. Chen Fei comforted her by saying that he would find a way, and then
left the Sun's house.

  Back home, Chen Fei thought for a while and then called Chang Feiyuan, the head
of Perak Gate in Yuxi province, to help him pay attention to see if he could find some
suitable medicine.

  After all, Chang Feiyuan now helps Chen Fei manage the Longyuan Medicine
Field, and the people he contacts with those who cherish medicinal materials are more
convenient than Chen Fei.

  Chang Feiyuan promised respectfully that he would do his utmost to help find the
few drugs Chen Fei needed.

  Chen Fei is just thinking about the matter of Chang Feiyuan, who can still help.

  Suddenly, a call came in.



  Seeing the caller's name as "Xie Yuan", Chen Fei could not help but clicked
immediately. "What's wrong?"

  Xie Yuan at the other end of the phone, with a quick and anxious voice, said
quickly: "Mr. Chen, bad. Miss Lin she hurt? " "

  What! "Startled Chen Fei, Li He said," I do not let you take good care of her? how
can an accident? Some people attacked the autumn Han? "

  Xie Yuan quickly explained : "Mr. Chen, this is not the case. No one attacked Ms.
Lin, but Ms. Lin's condition broke out, and she is now chilling. She invited the famous doctor
of Xiangjiang to come over, but she couldn't see the cause and could not be treated."

  Wen In words, Chen Fei immediately thought about the nine-nice ice lotus lotus in
Lin Qiuhan's body, and involuntarily thought of the matter of Sun Xi's six-nice ice lotus lotus.

  For a time, Chen Fei's voice fell, and immediately said: "You protect Qiuhan first,
and I will rush to Xiangjiang immediately."

  "Yes, Mr. Chen. Even at the cost of my life, I will also protect the safety of Miss Lin
"Xie Yuan firmly said.

  Chen Fei said a little softly, "Thank you. I was too anxious just now, and I don't
mind."

  Xie Yuan quickly said: "Mr. Chen , your words are heavy, your words are
commands, no need to apologize to me. "

  Okay, I'll rush to Xiangjiang immediately." Chen Fei hung up the phone and looked
dull.

  Immediately got up and picked up the most basic personal belongings, then
immediately ran out and hurried towards the airport.

  On the way, Chen Fei made a few calls, informed his friends and relatives about
their schedule, and then told some things. Immediately, I called Chang Feiyuan again and
said something about Jiu You Binglian, and asked him to inquire about the medicinal
materials as soon as possible.

  At the airport, Chen Fei immediately booked a ticket to Xiangjiang recently. Board
the plane and fly to Xiangjiang.


